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Mentoring Program begins
the first year of the electrical engineering department mentoring program is beginning. We have 80 volunteers to be mentors to electrical engineering 
junior and senior students.  the matching of the alumni-student pairs will take place in early September. 

the mentoring program is an initiative of the Society of penn State electrical engineers (SpSee), the alumni group of the department. a number of 
dedicated volunteers have been collaborating and assembling information to create this experience for the students. Jerry Kolbe, electrical engineering 
alumnus and director of business development for murata electronics, stated, “We are excited that the planning has come to fruition and look forward 
to a great first year of the mentoring program.”

We modeled our program after an established mentoring program in the Department of mechanical and nuclear engineering. Jerry robertson, me-
chanical and nuclear engineering alumnus, commented, “i am excited about the success of the mne/pSmeS mentoring program and the positive impact 
it will continue to have on the professional development of penn State mechanical engineers.  Because of this program, mechanical engineering stu-
dents are receiving professional guidance from alumni and opportunities to establish a network that will provide both short- and long-term career 
benefits.“            

the mentors will provide guidance and counsel to the student. the students will gain a real-world perspective of their chosen career path. Having a 
mentor can solidify or even modify their idea of what they may want to pursue upon graduation. establishing a relationship with an alumnus now can 
lead to life-long friendships and foster networking opportunities for years. “i hope that many of our undergraduate students will seize this opportu-
nity to get a head-start on their professional careers,” stated David Salvia, electrical engineering undergraduate program coordinator. “i wish that 
something like this existed when i graduated back in 1987.” 

We will be providing the mentors with action plan forms for communicating with the student. We would appreciate feedback from the mentors and the 
students. Since this is the first year of the program, we anticipate many suggestions. this feedback is very valuable and will allow us to fine-tune and 
improve the process. 

more information about the mentoring program can be found on our website: http://www.ee.psu.edu/alumnifriends/mentoringprogram.aspx or by 
contacting cathy mcclellan at cls118@psu.edu or 814 863-0253.

We invite all mentors and students to meet at the electrical engineering homecoming football tailgate on oct. 9. Details of the tailgate can be found 
on page 4 of this newsletter.

thank you to all of our volunteers! We are excited about this new initiative and look forward to a great year.  

Welcome to a new academic year! 

every fall brings a group of new faces to campus and signals a new beginning. We are 
looking forward to a great year and hope that many of you can become involved in the 
department activities. See page 4 for details of the activities scheduled for homecoming 
weekend. come and enjoy some networking and reuniting with classmates.

Ionospheric Modification Facility in Peru 

Jim Breakall, professor of electrical engineering, and Julio Urbina, assistant professor of 
electrical engineering, recently made a trip to the Jicamarca radio observatory near lima, 
peru, to discuss the feasibility and design of a high power ionospheric modification facil-
ity funded by the national Science foundation. Breakall is the main antenna designer of 
a similar facility that will be located at the arecibo observatory in puerto rico.  He has 
been involved in that undertaking since the original facility was destroyed by Hurricane 
georges in 1998.  He was also instrumental in the design of a similar facility in alaska, 
Haarp, with tony ferraro, distinguished professor emeritus, in the 1990s.  When com-
pleted, the facility in peru will be extremely important as it will be the only such place to 
carry out this research in the equatorial region.  

originally from peru, Urbina worked as a radio frequency and digital engineer at the Jica-
marca observatory in his early career and hosted Breakall on the excursion. 

Breakall comments, “this will be another very important research project for penn State 
to have been fortunate enough to be involved in the designs of three of the premiere 
ionospheric facilities in the world.” 

From left, Professors Urbina and Breakall with Jicamarca chief 
engineer Otto Castillo with the huge Jicamarca 18,432 dipole 
antenna array in the background.
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Faculty Spotlight
thomas n. Jackson, robert e. Kirby 
chair professor of electrical engi-
neering, joined penn State in 1992. 
Jackson can trace his interest in 
electrical engineering to elementa-
ry school. Born in michigan, Jack-
son lived in several locations in 
michgan, new York, and pennsylva-
nia, before returning to michigan to 
attend the University of michigan 
majoring in electrical engineering. 
He ended up staying at the Univer-
sity for his master’s and doctoral 
degrees in electrical engineering. 

Jackson joined the iBm t. J. Watson 
research center in 1980 as a research staff member. Jackson did re-
search on iii-V integrated circuits, superconductor-semiconductor de-
vices, ge moSfets, and active matrix display technology, and accumu-
lated 28 issued U.S. patents (he has added another five since joining 
penn State).

Jackson’s switch to academia in 1992 was spurred by his interest in 
teaching and mentoring students and in exploring a range of research 
directions. Jackson’s research group focuses on exploratory thin film 
electronic devices and microfabrication techniques. His current re-
search interests include organic electronics, oxide semiconductors, bio-
molecular motors, and microelectromechanical systems. His general 
interest is in finding ways to put microelectronics in places and envi-
ronments where it has not yet had impact, which could enable a wide 
range of next generation multi-purpose electronics such as displays, 
sensor arrays, and biomedical electronics among others. 

Some of his thin film device research includes creating alternatives 
which are low cost, flexible, and have the potential for use in large area 
applications. examples of this include displays and sensors which are 
flexible and/or transparent such as a display on the windshield of a car 
or stitched into military uniforms or hospital gowns. one of Jackson’s 
research projects in-
volves working with 
penn State milton S. 
Hershey medical center 
on the development of 
flexible electrodes to 
aid in an innovative 
way to control blood 
pressure. His funding 
for research comes 
from private industry, 
the Department of De-
fense, and the national 
institutes of Health 
among others.

Jackson currently has ten graduate students involved in his research 
group. each is involved in hands-on problem solving. Jackson’s group is 
part of the center for thin film Devices, which has a wide range of 
equipment for fabricating and testing thin film devices and systems.  
His group often customizes or builds their own equipment; consequent-
ly Jackson maintains a 5000 ft2 warehouse with systems and parts 
waiting to become the next new tool. israel ramirez, electrical engi-
neering graduate student, explains, “as experimentalists we are con-
stantly trying new approaches and methods, at Dr. Jackson’s lab we 
have the opportunity to customize our tools to fit our current needs; i 

Department Career Award to Mittan
the penn State Department of electrical engineering and the Society of 
penn State electrical engineers 
(SpSee) awarded paul mittan the 
early career recognition alumni 
award.

this award, in its first year, recog-
nizes and honors outstanding 
penn State electrical engineering 
alumni at the outset of their ca-
reer who have demonstrated out-
standing technical excellence re-
sulting in significant career 
accomplishments and have shown 
great potential for continued suc-
cess in their field.

after receiving his bachelor’s de-
gree in electrical engineering from penn State in 2004, mittan joined 
lockheed martin corporation. in 2005, mittan was accepted into the 
lockheed martin’s engineering leadership Development program and 
completed a master’s degree in Systems engineering from cornell Uni-
versity in 2008. mittan was then appointed as manager of engineering 
leadership development, where he was responsible for the technical 
development of entry-level engineers. in march 2010, he was appointed 
to his current role as manager, hardware design engineering. His re-
sponsibilities include supervising hardware development engineers and 
technicians.

mittan serves on the learning factory industrial advisory Board at penn 
State as well as being involved as the lockheed martin philanthropy 
liaison to penn State. He also is active as a member of the electrical 
and computer engineering industry advisory Board at Binghamton Uni-
versity.

mittan is the lead coordinator for the engineering explorer programs 
which is a project-based outreach program for middle school and high 
school students. mittan has received a number of distinctions including 
the award for excellence in amcm aircrew training, lockheed martin 
Diversity award, and a lockheed martin Special recognition award. mit-
tan is a 4th degree black belt in tae Kwon Do and an eagle Scout.

mittan and his wife amanda (Health and Human Development ’04), re-
side in Sayre, pa.

mittan will officially receive the early career recognition alumni award 
from Ken Jenkins, professor and head of electrical engineering depart-
ment, on oct. 8, 3 p.m. at the SpSee meeting in the ee east Building on 
the University park campus.  

believe this is a great advantage in working with Dr. Jackson.” 

in addition to his research group, Jackson is teaching ee542 Semicon-
ductor Devices this fall. He spends a great deal of time with his gradu-
ate students, in addition to teaching, as he coaches, trains, and chal-
lenges them to find original solutions as they take their problem solving 
skills into the lab. “Dr. Jackson’s experience in the field of materials and 
devices is a constant source of knowledge for me and my colleagues,” 
stated ramirez.

When not immersed in the academic world, Jackson enjoys cooking, 
woodworking, being involved in his church and spending time with his 
family. Jackson, and his wife of 32 years, Susan, have two sons and live 
in State college.

 

Flexible substrate with micro-bolometer arrays based 
on ZnO thin film transistors.  Micro-bolometer arrays are 
the heart of infrared imagers used by soldiers and fire 
fighters.  Flexible substrate micro-bolometer arrays may 
enable smaller, lower cost, higher performance imagers. 

Flexible substrate with micro-bolometer arrays based 
on ZnO thin film transistors.  Micro-bolometer arrays 
are the heart of infrared imagers used by soldiers 
and fire fighters.  Flexible substrate micro-bolometer 
arrays may enable smaller, lower cost, higher 
performance imagers.
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The Materials Research Society’s Von Hippel 
Award to L. Eric Cross
l. eric cross, evan pugh professor emeritus of electrical engineering, is 
the recipient of the 2010 Von Hippel award from the materials research 
Society (mrS). the Von Hippel award is the society’s highest honor and 
is “conferred annually to an individual in recognition of the recipient’s 
outstanding contribution to interdisciplinary research on materials.”

a founding member of the penn 
State materials research laborato-
ry, cross continues to make impor-
tant contributions to the field of 
ferroelectric materials. He is recog-
nized “for his imposing leadership 
in the science and applications of 
ferroelectric materials.” His current 
work on flexoelectric composites 
could make possible a new gener-
ation of lead-free transducers for 
use in multiple industries world-
wide.

World War ii interrupted cross’s undergraduate education at leeds Uni-
versity in the United Kingdom. During the war, he worked for the British 
admiralty on a program using high frequency direction finding to track 
german U-boats, which ultimately allowed convoys to cross the atlantic 
unharmed. the U.S. navy supported much of his later work in the field 
of sonar undersea transducers.

cross is a fellow of the materials research Society, the american physical 
Society, the optical Society, the ceramics Society and the institute of 
electrical and electronics engineers. in 1983, he was elected to the na-
tional academy of engineering. cross joined penn State as a senior re-
search associate in 1961. He became an associate professor in 1964 and 
was named professor in 1966. in 1985, he was named evan pugh profes-
sor of electrical engineering, an evan pugh professorship is the highest 
distinction that the University can bestow on a faculty member. He is the 
author or coauthor of more than 850 refereed papers and he holds12 
patents. along with his late colleague robert e. newnham, cross devel-
oped the piezoelectric transducer designs used in almost all modern 
medical ultrasound machines.

cross will receive the Von Hippel award at the mrS fall meeting on Dec. 
1, in Boston, where he will deliver the award lecture based on his re-
search, “flexoelectric composites — the cutting edge for new lead-free 
piezoceramics.”

William Higgins, distinguished professor of electrical engineering pre-
sented three papers on his research group’s work on image-guided in-
terventions in the chest at the american thoracic Society annual meet-
ing in new orleans, la. co-authors include collaborators at the penn 
State milton S. Hershey medical center: Drs. rebecca Bascom, rickhes-
var mahraj, Jen toth, and Dave campbell. co-authors also include cur-
rent penn State students Duane cornish and rahul Khare, and past 
penn State students Drs. Jason gibbs, mike graham, and Kongkuo lu.

Ji-Woong lee, assistant professor of electrical engineering, and his stu-
dent co-authors Sanam mirzazad-Barijough, Supratim ghosh, and 
tingting lu presented three papers at the 2010 american control confer-
ence held in Baltimore, mD. two of the papers received the Best presen-
tation in Session award. 

electrical engineering graduate student Yangsoo Kwon, supervised by 
ram narayanan, professor of electrical engineering, won the second 
prize in the student paper contest at the 5th ieee Waveform Diversity 
and Design conference held in niagara falls, nY.

Victor pasko, professor of electrical engineering, presented an invited 
lecture on atmospheric electricity and electric coupling between the 
lower and upper atmosphere at the Workshop on global change and the 
Solar-terrestrial environment which was held in June at aspen global 
change institute in aspen, co.

the research work presented by electrical engineering graduate student 
Jianqi Qin at the 2010 coupling energetics and Dynamics of atmospher-
ic regions conference held in June in Boulder, co, was selected for an 
honorable mention. Qin’s work is devoted to numerical modeling of 
lightning induced transient luminous events and their effects in the 
middle atmosphere. Qin is working on his ph.D. degree in professor 
Victor pasko’s research group.

Students from the international center of actuators and transducers, 
led by Kenji Uchino, professor of electrical engineering, received first 
place in the student poster competition at the 2010 U.S. navy Workshop 
on acoustic transduction materials and Devices. Seyit o. Ural, a materi-
als science and engineering graduate student produced the poster ti-
tled “High power characterization of piezoelectric materials” which in-
troduced new innovative techniques to perform near-”in service” 
characterization of piezoelectric materials/devices. Ural shares this 
honor with Yuan Zhuang, electrical engineering graduate student, men-
glun tao from Wuhan University of technology, and Safakcan tuncdemir, 
electrical engineering graduate student.

Doctoral student Xiang He and aylin Yener, professor of electrical engi-
neering, received the Best paper award at the 2010 ieee international 
conference on communications (icc) in capetown, South africa. the 
paper, presented in the communication theory Symposium of icc, is in 
the area of information theoretic Security and is titled “a new outer 
Bound for the Secrecy capacity region of the gaussian two-Way Wiretap 
channel.” 

Srinivas tadigadapa, professor of electrical engineering, has been elect-
ed to serve as electrical engineering’s representative to the college of 
engineering faculty council.

mohsen Kavehrad, W.l. Weiss professor of electrical engineering, was an 
invited speaker for the ieee nanotechnology council meeting held at 
Boeing in Seattle, Wa, in august. His talk was titled “optical Wireless 
networked-Systems: applications to aircrafts.”

Ken Jenkins, professor and head of electrical engineering, presented a 
paper co-authored by chandra radhakrishnan, electrical engineering 
graduate student, at the 53rd midwest Symposium on circuits and Sys-

Jim Breakall, professor of 
electrical engineering, was 
featured in an article and on 
the cover of the august 
edition of QSt magazine, the 
official journal of the 
american radio relay 
league. the article includes 
Breakall’s work at arecibo 
and highlights an event in 
april in which amateur radio 
operators were able to use 
the aricebo radio antenna in 
a moonbounce.  

 

tems (mWScaS) in Seattle, Wa, in august. Jenkins recently became the trea-
surer of the steering committee that oversees the mWScaS conferences.
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 Contact Information:

Department of electrical engineering, 121 electrical engineering east, University park, pa 16802, phone: 814-865-7667, faX: 814-865-7065 

Web: www.ee.psu.edu

please submit news items to: cathy mcclellan at cls118@psu.edu

this publication is available in alternative media on request. 
penn State is committed to the affirmative action, equal opportunity, and the diversity of its workforce. 
U.ed. eng 11-10

 
mark Your calendar:

career Week Begins 
SpSee meeting 
Homecoming parade 
tailgate 

Sept. 13 
oct. 8 
oct. 8 
oct. 9 

Football Homecoming Weekend  Oct. 8-10 
Join us for these events during Homecoming 
weekend

Society of penn State electrical engineers meeting

Society of penn State electrical engineers is holding their fall meeting 
on friday, 3:00 – 4:30 p.m. in 101 ee east.  items on the agenda include 
department update, SpSee activities, and the mentoring program. We 
will also be awarding the first early career recognition alumni award to 
paul mittan. light refreshments will be provided. You can sign up on 
the department website: 

http://www.ee.psu.edu/alumnifriends/fallmeeting2010.aspx or by call-
ing cathy at 814-863-0253.

Homecoming parade

the homecoming parade begins on friday at 6:00 p.m. and is routed 
through campus and downtown. the college’s alumni association is 
marching in the parade this year. they will be carrying the penn State 
engineering alumni Society banner and will be joined by the ecocar. 
there are limited spaces available for those interested in joining the 
college in the parade. if interested, please email jtheiss@engr.psu.edu. 

football tailgate

Yes, we’re trying it again.

a homecoming football tailgate for electrical engineering alumni and 
the department will be held on oct. 9 prior to the game with illinois 
beginning at 9 a.m. Kick-off is noon. We will be located at rV parking 
space number 1113 which is the first row of rV’s west of the stadium 
on the paved lot near gate B. 

Special thanks to John Wenaas (B.S., finance ’69) and Wayne Breisch 
(B.S., electrical engineering ’59) for assistance in donating this space!

please plan to stop by. You don’t have to register but it will give us an 
idea of how many people to expect. You can sign up on our website: 
http://www.ee.psu.edu/alumnifriends/default.aspx or by calling cathy 
at 814-863-0253.

Join us for an exciting homecoming weekend!
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Ropchock Retires
Bernard (Bernie) ropchock, the De-
partment of electrical engineering’s 
stockroom equipment technician, 
retired in July after 49 years of ser-
vice at penn State. good luck to Ber-
nie as he enjoys his retirement.

Pictured from left: Bernie Ropchock and 
Ken Jenkins, professor and head of 
electrical engineering department.

map to the homecoming tailgate:


